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The Journal of Texas Women School Executives (JTWSE) is a national double-blind peer-
reviewed, open access e-journal publishing original scholarly research and creative works. 
JTWSE is an official publication of the Texas Council of Women School Executives (TCWSE). 
The purpose of JTWSE is to provide a forum to promote the development of women school 
executives through scholarly research and practice, as well as recognize the professional 
knowledge and wisdom of practicing and aspiring women school executives, higher education 
faculty, and other significant partners in education. 
We welcome single-study investigations, research addressing teaching and learning, educational 
leadership, policy and finance, school law, and other professional and scholarly perspectives. To 
recognize the diversity of talents and skills, JTWSE also solicits professional and scholarly 
perspectives as well as creative works that promote the journal purpose. Creative works include 
poetry and artwork.  

Submitting Manuscripts/Submissions to JTWSE 
Manuscripts and submissions should be sent to: 
drsdross55@icloud.com 

Subject line: JTWSE 2021 #FindYourJoy Submission 
Each submission is reviewed by the editors and evaluated as appropriate for review and then sent 
to reviewers for double-blind peer review. Editorial decisions will be made typically within four 
to six weeks after receipt.  
Manuscripts should follow the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association 
6th Edition. The typical article submission is equivalent to 5 to 15 pages single-spaced. If 
selected, you may be asked to revise and re-submit. It is the responsibility of the author to adhere 
to deadlines provided at that time. Please be sure to carefully read all guidelines and prepare 
accordingly prior to submission.  

Document Preparation 

Your manuscript/submission should consist of the following: 
• Cover Sheet – Title and information of authorship; name of author(s), current position 

contact info, and brief bio for author(s) (no more than 100 words); email address, postal address, 
phone number. 

• Include a statement confirming that the submission has not been published, is not under review 
for publication and will not be submitted elsewhere while being considered for approval with 
JTWSE. In cases in which the research involves human subjects, confirm that the IRB 



(Institutional Review Board) has exempt the study from any further review or that it has approved 
the investigation.  

• Abstract – Place on a separate sheet. The title should be placed at the top of the page. The 
text following should be no longer than 200 words and should summarize the purpose, 
methodology and findings briefly.  

• The body of the paper 

• Charts, tables and/or figures 

• List of References 

• Use 12-point font (Times New Roman is preferred) 

• One-inch margins 
Prospective authors may view copies of past submissions and themes of the JTWSE at tcwse.org   
 
Questions regarding the JTWSE may be directed to Co-Editors.  
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Drsdross55@icloud.com    Stephen F. Austin University 
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